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The role of gas TSOs in the development of hydrogen networks
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Gas transmission system operators and/or their related 
undertakings (e.g. sister companies) should be able to 
own, operate and invest in hydrogen networks.

There should not be requirements for legal or 
functional separation between gas TSO’s hydrogen 
transport activities and its natural gas activities.

Separate accounts may be an appropriate model for 
the hydrogen network activities and natural gas 
activities only for sake of high transparency.

Rationale
• To maximise synergies between the gas and 

hydrogen networks to the benefit of society 
by:

• facilitating a faster and more economic 
development of the hydrogen network; 
particularly by simplifying a transfer of 
assets (under regulatory scrutiny) from 
gas to hydrogen activities under 
Security of Supply standards and 
avoiding market fragmentation.

• reduce the ongoing cost of operation of 
the hydrogen network by making best 
use of shared resources and expertise.

Policy Proposal:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does the commission foresee the need to impose strong means of separation between gas and hydrogen TSOs - beyond accounting separation - and if so, in what circumstances?WHYImpositions to legal separation between NG and H2 assets may lead to hurdles in transferring assets from one legal entity to the other and bring unnecessary costs to the energy transition.  Minimise the separation (cost), quicker development, allow synergies.The same way, functional separation will duplicate activities, costs and processes that can be avoided by developing common structures in a transparent way that can effectively and efficiently deal with both systems. Having created a link from the outset between gas and H2 structures would facilitate a quicker, cheaper and more efficient integration with the electricity sector.TSOs have been working with transparency requirements and NRAs supervision for decades and are able to set mechanisms that can clearly establish the appropriate transparency requirements between NG and H2 assets. Furthermore, that NRA supervision will prevent any over or under investment in hydrogen network, i.e. NRA will set the right pace to repurpose assets accordingly to the market needs.



What (vertical) unbundling models should apply to hydrogen? 
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The current EU vertical unbundling 
provisions for natural gas (OU, ITO and 
ISO) should be applied equally to 
hydrogen networks. 

Each of these models should be available 
on an enduring basis (i.e. without an end-
date for their application).

Rationale
• The three unbundling models for gas have served well the 

establishment of the single gas market by providing non-
discriminatory access to the gas network.

• The hydrogen network will share the same natural monopoly 
features of the gas network, and similarly provide an 
essential service to society - there is therefore no reason to 
believe the three models could not be applied equally to 
hydrogen network operators.

• Applying the current unbundling models to hydrogen will 
avoid the need for restructuring of gas TSOs, thereby 
enabling them to stay focused on addressing the 
decarbonization challenge to the benefit of society.

• We also believe that limiting the choice of unbundling
models in hydrogen (to OU and ISO only) could go against 
the principle of Subsidiarity.

Policy Proposal:
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Presentation Notes
Does the Commission agree that the three unbundling models that currently apply to Gas and electricity TSOs have been effective in ensuring effective separation of trading, supply and transportation activities.If not, is there any adverse evidence from the application of such arrangements in gas and electricity that necessitates different arrangements for hydrogen? IN CASE IF POSSIBLE TIMEWISE: Will the siting, sizing, developement  and operation of electrolysers serving for the systemic needs be possible for the TSOS, under the tolling model ( without commodity ownership)? WHYThe principle of subsidiarity: Member States should keep having the choice between different types of unbundling regimes depending on their needs and national specificities. This discretion left to Member States will not have the effect of compromising the objectives of the Third Energy Package, additionally it will better serve the interests of the society in quickly, effectively and affordably succeed in the energy transition.The principle of proportionality: gas TSOs – being the appropriate entities to perform H2 transport activities – should continue their business without major disruptions (e.g. in their structures). This would entail a least restrictive of particular rights and interests mean that would benefit the society as a whole by not introducing negative consequences for the gas system with unnecessary costs and complex restructuration efforts for the current TSOs structures.



How can we make hydrogen infrastructure accessible for all?
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Regulated TPA should apply as the default rule for hydrogen 
networks from the outset. 

However, it should be possible to seek a lighter form of 
regulation for hydrogen networks, including negotiated TPA, on a 
case-by-case basis.

•This should be seen as a derogation to the default regulatory 
arrangements and subject to strict conditions, such as those set 
out in Article 36 of the Gas Directive.  Any such derogation 
should require the approval of the regulatory authorities.

The possibility to seek such a derogation should be an enduring 
feature of the regulatory framework for hydrogen networks.  
Also, it should be available as an option to all operators of 
hydrogen networks.

Rationale
• Since hydrogen networks will share the same natural monopoly 

features as gas networks, it is essential that access to the network 
should be ensured through Regulated Third Party Access (TPA) 
arrangements.

• However, in view of the emergent status of the of the hydrogen 
market, investment in hydrogen networks should be encouraged 
by allowing network operators to seek a lighter form of regulation 
for a limited period of time.

• Since the hydrogen market is expected to develop at different 
speeds in the various EU Member States, it is important that any 
‘derogation’ from the default TPA arrangements should be flexible.

• Reliance on a ‘one size fits all’ approach e.g. by specifying a 
particular date by which all ‘derogations’ must end, would 
disadvantage the slower moving (and, most likely, least 
economically advantaged)  Member States.

Policy Proposal:
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Presentation Notes
Does the Commission agree that Regulated TPA is likely to be the default position for access hydrogen transmission assets in a fully mature market?What more relaxed arrangements could be envisaged for a transitional period to encourage necessary investment in the networks? If so, how does the Commission consider that such ‘transitional arrangements’ can be applied to take account of the different speeds of development between Member States?Hard date to move to regulated TPA – one size fits all – more flexible approachWHYA level playing field between market parties with different market powers (e.g. small P2G unit vs large SMR facility) can only be ensured by non discriminatory TPANetwork operators’ independence, transparency in respect of the capacity that is offered to third parties, TPA and harmonised regulated tariffs have been essential in increasing the competitiveness, liquidity and overall performance of natural gas marketsWe are not starting from scratch but from a fully liberalised gas market that will provide most of the parts of the hydrogen network.One can learn from the gas liberalisation by not spending 20 years to harmonise rules to get to an EU single marketNegotiated TPA can bring certainty that the capacity will be booked long enough to justify the investmentNegotiated TPA, applied under strict conditions, may reduce the burden of investment needs for households by increasing revenue streams from industrial costumers – very bad argument to take externally!



Zero tariffs for renewable and low-carbon gases if a RED II proof of sustainability is 
provided 
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Regarding pancaking, alternative approaches
should be promoted, such as cross-border
market mergers where a more local ITC
mechanism could be introduced between two or
more Member States on a voluntary basis

Regarding incentivising cross-border trade of
renewable and low-carbon gases, Guarantee of
Origin and proof of sustainability are already
been traded cross-border via national registries.
ENTSOG is proposing technical amendments to
RED III to develop this trade of the climate value
of gases.

Rationale
Having different tariffs for gases flowing in the same
pipeline (e.g. biomethane and natural gas) will fragment the
market and add complexity:
• A proof of sustainability is an electronic document that

can cross borders without the need to nominate
physical/ commercial gas flows at an IP.

• This disconnection between sustainability certificates
and gas flows seems beneficial in order to maximise the
size and liquidity of the commodity and climate value
markets.

Reducing IP tariffs to zero means that transportation
revenues will need to be:
• collected primarily from exit points to consumers –

resulting in large increases in such charges. We do not
believe the impact of this has been assessed.

• transferred between TSOs via an EU-wide Inter-TSO
compensation mechanism and leading to extremely
challenging and time consuming negotiation.

Policy Proposals:



NO Need for a ‘European Network of Hydrogen Network Operators’
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ENTSOG should maintain its mandate integrating renewable and hydrogen gases under the TYNDP, including the 
interlinked model (with ENTSOE), CBA methodology and infrastructure gaps assessment tasks

Rationale

• The synergies created would benefit the overall
energy system. Inseparable activities already
pending under the TYNDP 2022 performed by
ENTSOG (Interlinked model together with
ENTSOE)

• Project collection for TYNDP 2022 already
pending and including hydrogen projects

• Having a link created from the outset between
gas and H2, with activities integrated in one
organisation, facilitates a quicker integration
with the electricity sector.

• The creation of ENNOH is too quick step for an
immature hydrogen market. ENTSOG has the
adequate structure and transparency
requirements to progressively play that role

• Timelines for Implementation unrealistic by
2024 most MS will not have developed hydrogen
infrastructure, nor certified H2 TSOs. Will the
current Gas Package even be codified by 2024?

− Inconsistency with H2 Strategy p.15 and TENE governance proposals, articles10, 11, 12.

− Highly unexpected for the process and for ENTSOG project collection for TYNDP2022 already pending

− Without public consultation at any point in time and in any public set up

− Energy System Integration will suffer:

− Improportionate vis a vis the member stateswith different speed of developing their H2 strategies

− Hydrogen market closely linked to both gas and electricity. Creating a new silo for hydrogen separate from both will
only slow ESI, not speed it up. Very confusing for current stakeholdersand wrong signal to the future ones

− Security of Supply and market fragmentation difficult to maintain with multiple actors

− Timelines for Implementation unrealistic:

− By 2024 most MS will not have developed hydrogen infrastructure.

− Current ENTSOs were created in mature markets. ENTSO-H would be created in a very immature market (where
many elements of regulated H2 infrastructure have not yet been finalised – many deadlines for regulatory
implementation are 2031).

− Alternative organisation isan administrative burden:

− How to deal with organisations in both ENTSOG and ENTSO-H?

− Creating a new ENTSO will lead to additional- and unnecessary – costs.

− Inefficient competence and resource management

− Extra red-tape is not in the interest of the consumers – not in the interest of the consumers to have more entities,
but more efficient organisations
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Thank you for your attention
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Pertinent Questions to the EC arising from reading of the IA 4a Zero IP tariffs for renewable and low carbon gases  What Biomethane market design, connection discounts, GQ services cost allocation? What benefit /cos for gas/biomethane/hydrogen grid users? What Hydrogen  cost recovery mechanism for H2 grids if under Zero IP tariffs? What is the cost/benefit analysis of implementing the zero IP tariffs for renewable and low carbon gases?  1. L-c gases Will l-c gases will be addressed in the gas package? Will the EC introduce targets for low carbon gases? 2. EU ISO What possibility and conditions will exist for the proposed EU ISO? 5. nTPA How long would the proposed transitionary period last and if it automatically applies for existing H2 networks? 15. Blending Where do EC costs for blending originate? 15. Blending Why does the EC see major investments for blending especially in E. Europe? General What will be the process for development of detailed market rules for H2 (e.g. NCs)? 10 Gas NC and functionality Will the package include the gas network codes updates and identified Functionality issues? 6 TPA for H2 terminals and storage What TPA for terminals and storage 7.One or two legislations   What about the idea of the ‘’distinct’’ H2 legislation? 
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